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Abstract.
Purpose: Citizen Science – public participation in scientific projects – is becoming
a global practice engaging volunteer participants, often non-scientists, with
scientific research. Citizen Science is facing major challenges, such as quality and
consistency, to reap open the full potential of its outputs and outcomes, including
data, software, and results. In this context, the principles put forth by Data Science
and Open Science domains are essential for alleviating these challenges, which
have been addressed at length in these domains. The purpose of this study is to
explore the extent to which Citizen Science initiatives capitalise on Data Science
and Open Science principles.
Approach: We analysed 48 Citizen Science projects related to pollution and its
effects. We compared each project against a set of Data Science and Open
Science indicators, exploring how each project defines, collects, analyses and
exploits data to present results and contribute to knowledge.
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Findings: The results indicate several shortcomings with respect to commonly
accepted Data Science principles, including lack of a clear definition of research
problems and limited description of data management and analysis processes, and
Open Science principles, including lack of the necessary contextual information for
reusing project outcomes.
Originality: In the light of this analysis, we provide a set of guidelines and
recommendations for better adoption of Data Science and Open Science principles
in Citizen Science projects, and introduce a software tool to support this adoption,
with a focus on preparation of data management plans in Citizen Science projects.
Keywords: Citizen Science, Data Science, Open Science, pollution projects, Data
Management Plan, software

1. Introduction
Citizen Science (CS) describes the active engagement of volunteer participants within scientific
research. Projects vary greatly in terms of the role that volunteers play and the degree of agency
that they have, from more passive models where volunteers install software and sensors to more
collaborative models where volunteers actively define problem spaces and research topics
(Haklay, 2013). Nevertheless, CS commonly entails the gathering of data by volunteers for later
dissemination and publication (Haklay, 2013; Pocock et al., 2017).
CS data are of significant value not only in the projects in which they are gathered, but for
subsequent analysis and re-use (Wang et al., 2015). Volunteer-contributed data may complement
and offer the opportunity to contextualise and expand upon existing monitoring efforts by
professional organisations, without significant added cost (Hadj-Hammou et al., 2017). In some
contexts, the vast majority of available data are from CS sources (Groom et al., 2017; Poisson et
al., 2020). This is equally true of software, with CS projects developing a wide variety of software
programs which are of value not only to professional scientists, but also to lay people without the
technical or scientific knowledge to develop tools of their own (Cooper et al., 2018; Zaman et al.,
2020).
Despite the effectiveness of CS approaches, the impact of such projects remains limited. CS
initiatives are often slow to publish their results – if indeed the results are published at all
(Kullenberg and Kasperowski, 2016; Thoebald et al., 2015). Data and conclusions from CS
initiatives are under utilised in public policy spaces and small-scale projects aiming to have more
immediate effects on local issues tend to be volunteer-led with little to no input from domain
experts (Nascimento et al., 2018; Wiggins and Crowston, 2011). Any use of Citizen Science data
is also complicated by the ease with which any individual can set up such an initiative and the
resulting lack of consistency and rigor that this entails and CS is no exception (Ponti and Craglia,
2020). Careful consideration is required throughout the research process, to design and consider
how volunteer-generated data are to be gathered, evaluated and integrated within the scientific
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workflow (McKinley et al., 2017). Interoperability and integration concerns also heavily impact CS
data and software, particularly for non-expert users (Simonis, 2018; Zaman et al., 2020).
One possible solution to address issues of quality and consistency and to add greater value to
CS and its outputs is adoption of principles from Data Science (DS) and Open Science (OS). DS
is an emergent interdisciplinary approach combining statistical analysis, computing and social
sciences to develop methodologies and derive outputs, insights and decision making directly from
data (Cao, 2017). Expertise and literacy surrounding DS has been identified as a crucial
component of successful CS projects both within project management teams and participating
volunteers, with the potential to improve the quality of data and outputs (Rambonnet et al., 2019;
Sagy et al., 2019). Indeed, greater DS competency is essential if participants are to go beyond
simple data collection or analysis exercises and conduct authentic scientific research (Wiggins
and Wilbanks, 2019). Yet if such scientific and information literacy is to be fostered, it is essential
that audiences are able to access and view scientific research and its outputs (Lana, 2019). These
are the aims of OS, which cover not only the research itself, but also the tools, software and
methods used to generate findings (Groom et al., 2017; Wilkinson et al., 2016).
In this paper, we present an analysis of CS projects with a focus on accepted principles within the
domains of DS and OS. In sampling projects for analysis, we focus on projects related to pollution
and its effects, drawn from two popular databases of CS projects – the SciStarter platform and
Wikipedia’s List of Citizen Science Projects. CS data are vital for pollution monitoring,
representing not only a significant source of data, but also an opportunity for longitudinal
monitoring (Poisson et al., 2020). After devising a sample of 48 projects, we then compare each
project against a set of DS and OS indicators, analysing how each project defines, collects,
analyses and exploits data to present results and contribute to knowledge. Our findings explore
the extent to which DS and OS principles are currently accounted for within CS, while identifying
the steps and processes projects use to manage and ensure the quality of their data.
Finally, we present guidelines and recommendations for greater adoption of DS and OS principles
within CS, before presenting a data management tool to support those with less experience of
scientific research in conducting CS.

2. Related Work
2.1. Pollution Citizen Science
Pollution and environmental monitoring initiatives are a highly common focus of CS initiatives. An
analysis of CS projects and outputs on the Web of Science platform as carried out by Kullenberg
and Kasperowski (2016) identified geographic identified environmental monitoring as among the
largest of CS topics, with environmental science being the second most commonly occurring
discipline aligned with projects, second only to ecology. The adoption of CS within this area has
been driven in part by opportunities associated with technological advances in recent years. The
availability of low-cost and easily accessible sensors, as well as smartphones, has significantly
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increased the quantity of data that can be gathered (Fishbain et al., 2017). Secondly and as a
result, CS can be employed to greatly increase the area over which data can be gathered,
particularly in otherwise dangerous or inaccessible areas, at significantly lower cost (Paul and
Buytaert, 2018; Rambonnet et al., 2019).
Perhaps unsurprisingly, citizen-generated environmental monitoring data are increasingly being
integrated with or considered alongside expert-generated data (Hadj-Hammou et al., 2017).
However, significant barriers remain to the adoption of such data. While integration of expert and
non-expert gathered data sources has the potential to significantly increase data quality, the
accuracy of data gathered from volunteers tends to be unknown and volunteers' understanding
of data gathering methods conflict greatly with those of professional scientists (Jiang et al., 2018).
At the same time, as the availability of tools such as sensors has increased, so too has variety
and researchers may be unwilling to employ data with such levels of uncertainty when used to
highly calibrated instruments and research practices (Budde et al., 2017).
Despite this, it is important to highlight that the adoption of CS in this area has not only been
driven by research aims. Kullenberg and Kasperowski (2016) note that a large proportion of
pollution monitoring projects have no scientific publications and instead were launched in
response to citizen concerns around pollution effects on health. In some monitoring contexts–
particularly air quality monitoring–projects have used CS not only as a source of data, but as a
means to educate and raise awareness among citizen volunteers of the dangers posed by
pollutants (Mahajan et al., 2020). This capacity to create lasting changes to opinions and
behaviours has been identified as one of the most powerful advantages of pollution-related CS
(Forrest et al., 2019). Similarly, citizen monitoring of fracking has been used to encourage policy
change and to encourage civic participation in both science and local governance (Zilliox and
Smith, 2018). These efforts are, however, strongly linked with and driven by data gathering efforts
and are therefore subject to the same data concerns as more research-oriented efforts within
pollution monitoring.

2.2. Data management in Citizen Science
Existing solutions to issues of data quality in Citizen Science are largely project- and domainspecific, but largely focus on gathering increased volumes of data, through additional evidence or
approaches such as redundancy (Wiggins and He, 2016). It is important to note that data
management and sharing is only one part of open science and open access – as Borgman (2015)
notes, scholarly and scientific openness encompasses broader concepts such as technology,
literature, communication and the dissemination of ideas, which in turn may feed into and become
data. Nevertheless, there is a growing recognition of the importance of data and open science
principles for the effective uptake of CS data. Bowser et al. (2020), conducted semi-structured
interviews with representatives of 36 CS projects, to understand how the projects address key
stages of the research lifecycle. The analysis identified a number of weaknesses within the
sampled projects, including open access, documentation, interoperability and sustainability.
Groom et al. (2017) analysed species monitoring datasets within the Global Biodiversity
Information Facility, finding that while CS datasets made up the majority of the data sources, they
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were significantly less openly accessible than commercial datasets and those provided by
research institutions.
More broadly, an analysis of CS projects conducted by Schade and Tsinaraki (2016) found that
over 50% of all projects had no data management plan in place, causing subsequent difficulties
throughout the data analysis process. Similar issues were noted by Mckinney et al. (2017), who
noted that data management plans are crucial to the effective and successful use of CS methods,
particularly for subsequent acceptance and use of CS methodologies and data by professional
scientists and other stakeholders.
Furthermore, issues stemming from improper planning and data management may arise
throughout the lifespan of projects. Stakeholders storing and analysing data must be sure to
record and track the provenance of – and transformations to – data if they are to be reusable by
other stakeholders and this is a distinct challenge associated with CS (Tiufiakov et al., 2018;
Williams et al., 2018). In a discussion of open data and data sharing practices among large-scale
scientific projects, Nielsen (2011) noted the inherent difficulties associated with sharing data whilst
ensuring it is sufficiently documented and contextualised to be useful to subsequent end users,
whose needs may often be unknown. Nielsen further noted that while political pressures around
funding often prompt larger projects to share their data, smaller projects are often not subject to
the same expectations. Musto and Dahanayake (2020) analysed 38 CS platforms and identified
a significant lack in the tracking and management of data provenance, including in platforms
which supported the design and launch of subsequent projects. Anhalt-Depies et al. (2019)
addressed similar concerns regarding data privacy and trust in the Snapshot Wisconsin project,
developing recommendations and best practices for balancing data quality with issues of trust
and the reusability of data resources. In contrast to these previous studies, we focus explicitly on
the domain of pollution, looking at a larger selection of 48 projects and focusing on the FAIR
principles to evaluate data management processes.
We additionally note a number of existing efforts that aim to support data management throughout
the research process. Wang et al. (2015) developed CitSci.org, a web-based model that guides
participants through the entire data analysis process aiming to enhance discoverability and
reusability of research. Despite this, the platform assumes that some initial considerations have
taken place to conceptualise and define the dynamics of the project and the platform mainly
supports data collection and subsequent analysis (Gray et al., 2017). Similarly, DataONE is a set
of web-based resources to support data management and secure the provenance of scientific
research data in the earth and environmental sciences (Cao et al. 2016; Mckinney et al., 2017).
While the service provides both tools and guidance, the underlying technology behind the platform
is complex, technical and assumes datasets have already been gathered, making it less well
suited for stakeholders who are not professional researchers with existing data collection and
management knowledge (Cao et al., 2016). In contrast to these platforms, we aim to develop a
set of guidelines which support projects at the earliest, conceptual stages. These guidelines
support CS researchers and citizen scientists to define and consider issues of data quality, as
well as proposed data collection, analysis and dissemination efforts. In contrast to existing
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methods, we do not assume any specialist knowledge of scientific research, data processing
methods or software.

3. Methodology
3.1. Selection of pollution Citizen Science projects
The selection of CS projects for analysis was based on two primary sources - the most
comprehensive catalogues of CS projects to date:
●

●

SciStarter (https://scistarter.org) – a platform that connects volunteers with CS projects,
listing more than 1200 projects. The organization's primary goal is to break down barriers
preventing non-scientists from fully engaging in scientific research.
Wikipedia’s
List
of
Citizen
Science
Projects
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_citizen_science_projects) lists approximately 300
projects. Some of these are completed or retired projects and there is also a degree of
overlap with projects present in SciStarter.

It is worth noting that the two sources are not completely up-to-date, especially the Wikipedia
list, so during the selection of relevant projects many of them have been discarded because their
websites were not reachable or there was not enough information about them.
For the selection of the projects that primarily deal with pollution, we applied a filter on the pollution
topic. The projects of interest were the projects that are built around the problem of “pollution”
which could be, e.g., water, air or ground pollution. On the Wikipedia list we filtered the projects
by the attribute “discipline”, looking for those projects that have pollution or air quality or water
quality in that field – in this way we reduced the projects from approximately 300 to 20 projects of
interest. On SciStarter we applied a filter on the projects keeping only those which had pollution
in the title, in the description or in one of the keywords – in this way starting from more than 1200
projects we reduced the projects of interest from SciStarter to 71. After removing the overlapping
projects between Wikipedia and SciStarter we applied another filter, removing projects where
pollution is not relevant in the analysis (e.g., https://scistarter.org/platypuswatch-gold-coast-2),
projects expired with no data (e.g., https://scistarter.org/cyber-citizen) and duplicates. Also, for
projects with the same domain but in different locations we kept only one of them (e.g.,
https://www.curio.xyz/explore/missions/67 and https://www.curio.xyz/explore/missions/66. At the
end of this process and after merging the two lists (Wikipedia and SciStarter), the number of
selected projects was 48 (the list of projects and the collected data for each of them is available
via https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3958853).
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3.2. Approach
We take a Data- and Open-Science centric approach in analyzing CS projects, with the primary
focus to identify to what degree pollution-related CS projects follow the DS principles/phases for
the management and analysis of data, and to what degree they follow the OS principles/phases
for publication of results.

3.2.1.

Data Science perspective

From a DS perspective, we analyse the projects based on the main phases of a typical DS project:
1. Problem definition: In this phase, data scientists identify a problem or a subject of interest,
and then by analysing the identified problem they formulate a hypothesis or a goal. Data
scientists then plan the experiment design in order to solve the initial problem.
2. Data management: In this phase, data scientists focus on data collection, preparation and
storage activities, with these activities influencing each other reciprocally. Choosing an
unsuitable data storage tool based on the data available can lead to difficulties in further
analysis (e.g., a good data management system for streaming data might not be good for
static data). This must relate to the data preparation phase which is the process of cleaning
and transforming raw data prior to analysis and often involves reformatting data, making
corrections and combining data sets to enrich data. The data management phase is the
most time consuming one.
3. Hypothesis (HP) testing: In this phase, data scientists apply statistical evidence/data
analysis/machine learning algorithms in order to retrieve interesting information towards
the initial hypothesis from the initial data. The possible techniques in this step are various
and depend both on the data and on the hypothesis (e.g., if we want to understand what
increases air pollution in a metropolitan area, a statistical model can be more useful than
a predictive machine learning algorithm).
4. Result evaluation: In this phase, data scientists can extract numerical values that support
or reject the initial hypothesis. Scientists usually write a report on the project with their
interpretation of results, create data visualizations to communicate results to stakeholders
and they publish results expanding the general level of knowledge on the matter.

3.2.2.

Open Science perspective

The objective of this study from the OS perspective was to analyze if CS projects publish their
outcomes as professional scientific research (using persistent identifiers to be cited, adding
metadata to reference authors or dates, using domain specific/general repositories with the
correspondent license) or more amateur. We analysed the projects following the Open Data FAIR
principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016):
1. Findable. Metadata is used to describe the data and facilitate its discovery. A unique
persistent identifier has to be generated.
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2. Accessible. Data has to use appropriate metadata to facilitate its use by humans and
machines. Data should be deposited in trusted repositories.
3. Interoperable. To make data interoperable with other datasets, the data must use a
vocabulary or an ontology.
4. Reusable. In order to increment the use of data, a license is needed.
Although FAIR principles are designed for data, we have extended them to the software domain
similar to what was done in Lamprecht et al. (2019). Together with data and software, we have
included more indicators in a third category related to other results such as number of scientific
publications, media channels, etc. Also, we consider if all this information is open and transparent
to the community for CS projects.

3.3. Analysis dimensions
3.3.1.

Data Science dimensions

The analysis of the projects from the Data Science perspective follows the analysis of the main
phases of a typical DS project, aiming to answer the following questions about the CS projects:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

3.3.2.

Problem identification: Does the CS project deliver to citizen scientists a clear definition of
the problem they should aim to work on?
HP formulation: Does the project deliver a clear hypothesis on the problem in order to
solve it through the help of citizen scientists?
Data collection: How does the project perform the acquisition of initial/raw data?
Data preparation: How does the project perform the process of cleaning and transforming
the initial/raw data?
Data storage: Where/how does the project store the data?
Data mining: Which data mining activities are performed on the data?
Machine learning: Which machine learning algorithms are performed on the data?
Statistical evidence: Which activities are performed to extract statistical evidence on the
data?
Publication of results: How are the results published?

Open Science dimensions

We defined a set of indicators inspired in the FAIR Open Data principles and we grouped them
into three categories based on the nature of the resource: data, software and other results.
The data indicators include:
●
●

Persistent identifier: Is there a PID (Persistent Identifier) assigned to the dataset? This
indicator shows if a persistent identifier or DOI was generated.
Metadata fields: What metadata are used to describe the data? This indicator indicates
the metadata fields filled in to describe the data.
8

●
●

●
●
●

Software related: Is there any reference to the software used to produce these data?
Use of a public repository: Is this data deposited on a public repository? This indicator
indicates if the data generated in the project is published on a general public repository
like Zenodo, in a domain-specific repository or is available on a website.
Openness of the data: Is the data accessible without an authentication process?
Use of vocabulary: Is a vocabulary/ontology used to describe the data or the metadata?
For interoperability, it is important that data is defined by a specific vocabulary or ontology.
License used: What type of license is used?

The software indicators include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●
●

Persistent identifier: Is there a PID assigned to the software?
Metadata fields: What metadata are used to describe the software?
Data related: Does this software generate/use data?
Use of a public repository: Is this software registered on a public repository?
Openness of the software: Is the software accessible without an authentication process?
Use of a vocabulary: Is a vocabulary/ontology used to describe the software?
License used: What type of license is used?
Software deployment: Are there instructions to deploy the software? This indicator is
related to the reproducibility of the project. It is important that the software is documented
to deploy it.
Container technology: Does the software use any specific container technology? Related
with the previous question, if the creator has used the technology docker, it can facilitate
the deployment of the system.
Reproducibility: Is it present on a reproducibility platform such as CodeOcean
(https://codeocean.com)?
Machine reading: If the project provides an API, is it documented?

The other results indicators include:
●
●
●

Scientific publications: If there is a scientific publication related with the project, what is its
license?
Communication channels: What communication channels does this project use?
Hardware: If the project has developed a device (hardware), is its design openly
published? What is the license used?

It should be noted that there is a partial overlap between the processes involved in DS and the
principles that govern OS, particularly in terms of data storage and the dissemination of results.
This is largely due to the complimentary recommendations that the two approaches provide: DS
dictates that data should be stored and disseminated in a logical, systematic and scientific
manner, while OS dictates that data must be stored in a transparent and openly accessible way
and that such data and any resulting research outputs should be freely and openly disseminated.
We consider both approaches and their implications for the surveyed projects separately, before
synthesising our findings.
9

4. Results
4.1. Data Science results
We first sought to analyse the 48 sampled projects from a DS perspective. To achieve this, we
divided the data collection and analysis process into distinct stages and analysed the extent to
which each project provided evidence or details of how each stage was achieved.

4.1.1.

Problem definition

We first analysed whether projects had a clearly defined problem which they sought to solve by
gathering data or metadata from citizen volunteers. Within the 48 sampled projects, approximately
half – 25 of 48 – included a statement or explanation clearly explaining the issue that the project
aimed to resolve or improve, be that expanding research or combatting pollution in a given area.
The clarity and specificity of these problems varied strongly, with the most clearly defined
problems detailing very specific issues to be addressed – e.g., combating water pollution
stemming from construction-induced erosion. Projects with more nebulous or abstract problems
stemming from a pollution topic more broadly tended to have less specific goals and objectives.
However, almost half of all projects had no clearly defined problem as a starting point. Projects
within this category included monitoring projects aiming to identify whether any pollution-related
problems had arisen in a particular context, but also a group of very specific projects with highly
specialised locations and data collection goals, seemingly designed in response to particular
research issues. This suggests the possibility that while projects may stem from a particular
problem, this may not be clearly communicated to potential volunteers and other stakeholders
within project materials, if indeed these problems are communicated at all.

4.1.2.

Hypothesis Formulation

To understand data collection and analysis processes, we examined whether each of the projects
defined hypotheses for analysis, either through the presentation of the hypotheses themselves or
through a description of the aims of the project. However, just three projects included some form
of hypothesis formulation and none presented specific hypotheses that the project aimed to
examine. Perhaps the clearest example of a hypothesis within the projects was the Loss of the
Night project (data available through My Sky At Night: http://www.myskyatnight.com/#map) which
noted an ongoing debate about whether LED streetlights would make the night sky brighter or
darker, but did not explicitly note that the project aimed to explore these issues or identify specific
associated hypotheses.

4.1.3.

Data Collection

Data collection was the process common to the largest proportion of projects, with 45 of the 48
projects asking volunteers to gather data in some form (see Table 1). The specific data to be
gathered and submitted by volunteers varied between projects, with many projects requiring
10

submission of multiple complementary sources of data. Photographs were the most common data
type used within projects, with 14 of 48 (25%) of projects requiring photos, while 10 projects used
sensors and physical samples and a further nine used simple, repeatable surveys to gather data.
Table 1 Aggregated count of data types collected in the sampled projects.

4.1.4.

Collection

Number of projects

Pictures

14

Samples

10

Sensors

10

Survey

9

Record Data

4

Photo Description

4

Measurements

3

Task

3

Volunteers’ Analysis

2

Communication

1

Hosting Sensors

1

Information Provision

1

Physical Collection

1

Data Preparation and Analysis

Data preparation is an essential process in any form of CS, where raw data gathered by citizens
must be validated and any false data rectified or removed. If collected data are to be made publicly
available in a usable format, then it is equally essential that this process is clearly documented,
such that the providence of the data and validity of both the data and any conclusions drawn from
them can be identified by distinct stakeholders. Despite this, the vast majority of the sampled
projects offered little to no information regarding steps taken to prepare and validate any gathered
data. 37 projects failed to mention data pre-processing, while 3 projects explicitly stated that no
such processing occurred. Even within those projects where such processing took place, 4
projects failed to explain how such processing was achieved, leaving just 4 projects where
validation was documented at all. In two of the projects validation was carried out by project
scientists using lab-based chemical analysis, while a further project carried out expert validation
11

using images provided by volunteers. Finally, one project involved validation by citizens, using a
majority voting mechanism by which aggregated results were validated through agreement.
We subsequently examined projects for the presence of provenance metadata documenting any
preparation and processing. A total of 3 projects were found to store some form of versioning
metadata – each of these projects used Zenodo to store their datasets and metadata were
generated automatically. In all other cases, projects did not provide any such metadata or any
human- or machine-readable descriptions of the relationships between datasets.
Furthermore, project documentation offered no information about the data analysis process used
to produce and validate conclusions. This kind of analysis could only be found (in rare cases) in
external documents such as scientific papers, theses, or annual reports. Initially, this may not
appear overly surprising, given that analyses are inherently linked with specific research
questions. However, only 19 of the 48 projects shared on their website at least one report or
scientific publication to communicate the conclusions drawn. Such reports had a great variety in
terms of quality, type, and conclusions, suggesting a lack of general guidelines in producing them,
and the fact that they are often produced by external researchers rather than CS project owners.

4.1.5.

Data storage

As a final step, we analysed whether projects stored their data in a publicly accessible manner,
such that diverse stakeholders would be able to find, access and make use of the data without
the need to request assistance from project scientists. We noted that twenty of the projects made
all – or at least some – of their data available in an open and public manner, while a further 2
described the opportunity to access data upon request, although there was little indication of who
could or should request the data and whether such requests would be granted.

4.2. Open Science results
Subsequently, we analysed whether projects adhered to commonly accepted OS principles for
project outputs. Based on our analysis of the sampled projects, we identified three key categories
for project outputs: data gathered either from volunteers or produced through pre-processing and
analysis; software as well as associated documentation such as code and usage instructions and
finally other results, including any scientific publications, social media dissemination and hardware
produced by the projects.

4.2.1.

Data

Despite gathering and analysing data being a central aim of all of the sampled projects (as
discussed above in the case of the DS analysis), there was significant variation in the availability
and format of the associated resources that each project made available. Generally, the data
were made available through project websites, with three projects using the public repository
Zenodo and one using the Anecdata repository.
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This lack of use of public repositories was associated with a number of significant outcomes for
the usability of the data. Only three projects had a persistent identifier to point to the underlying
datasets, which in all three cases were automatically generated through Zenodo. In all other
cases, the only material to point to the dataset was a URL and there was nothing to suggest that
these URLs would remain static or even available should the underlying data change, be updated
or removed. Similarly, only these three projects had metadata fields to indicate key details such
as versions, version history and the date that the dataset was uploaded and edited, which were
missing from the remaining datasets. Arguably most significantly was the lack of licenses
specified along with the datasets, with only two projects with machine readable licenses. Again,
both of these licenses were specified within Zenodo. In all other cases, insufficient details were
offered to adequately identify which – if any – conditions were to be imposed on those seeking to
reuse the data and for which purposes such reuse would be permitted.
More broadly, we note two additional details which harmed the value of the data for subsequent
use. Only one project offered explicit detail of the software and hardware used to generate the
data and none of the sampled datasets included an ontology or specified vocabulary to describe
the data or how fields related to one another.
Table 2 shows the results for the data category.
Table 2 FAIR indicators for data with project counts and descriptions.
Indicator

Number of projects

Persistent identifier

3

Metadata fields

3 (Publication date, license,
communities, version)

Software related

1
1 (in Anecdata)
3 (in Zenodo)

Use of a public repository
Openness of the data

4

Use of vocabulary

0

License used

4.2.2.

2 (CC-BY-4.0)

Software

Similarly, the accessibility of software materials was highly variable and generally hampered
reuse. Although a total of 17 projects had some form of software available – each with instructions
to deploy the software for subsequent uses – there were significant details missing from each of
the projects. None of these 17 projects used container technologies to package or deliver the
software, increasing the effort required to initially set up the software. Similarly, none of the
13

projects allowed the software to be accessed without authentication and there were no options to
authenticate new users without input and action from the project teams. Moreover, we found no
persistent identifiers assigned to software and no metadata fields or pre-defined vocabularies to
allow for easy identification of datasets. Finally, none of the software programs were open source
and perhaps because of this, none of the available software included any details or instructions
to facilitate reproducibility.
Table 3 shows the results for the software category.
Table 3 FAIR indicators for software with project counts and descriptions.
Indicator

Number of projects

Persistent identifier

0

Metadata fields

0

Data related

2

Use of a public repository

2 (in Anecdata)
3 (in SciStarter)
1 (in GitHub)

Openness of the software

0

Use of a vocabulary

0

License used

1 (open source)

Software deployment.

17

Container technology

0

Reproducibility

0

Machine reading

5

4.2.3.

Other results

We further explored each project’s web presence to identify other forms of outputs and noted
three forms: i) scientific publications, ii) articles and iii) communication through social media and
other channels. Only four of the projects mentioned any form of scientific publication, although we
note that the lack of licensing and attribution details within datasets means that we cannot reliably
state whether data had been published outside of projects. Additionally, given our choice of
methodology we cannot rule out that additional publications exist, either under peer review or in
a published form that is not mentioned in the public facing elements of projects.
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Taking a broader view of publications, 40% of the projects had some form of published report
describing either results of the project or the data gathered by volunteers. The number of reports
published by projects ranged from just one report to over one hundred individual and distinct
publications in the case of seagrass watch (https://www.seagrasswatch.org), which has published
a significant range of scientific and miscellaneous publications relating to the seagrass using
findings from the project. Nevertheless, most projects had published significantly fewer reports,
with a mean average of 8.67 and a median average of just 3 reports per project. Moreover, in the
majority of projects, no report documentation was available, whether scientific publications or
otherwise.
Beyond this, we note three key forms of output and communication for projects. Websites and an
associated web presence were important for many of the sampled projects, with 36 projects
possessing a public facing website, five using a SciStarter page in lieu of a website and two using
both types. 19 of the projects used social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. Links between
different channels were often inconsistently presented and, in some cases, lacking entirely. While
we also considered the possibility that projects may have hardware designs for dissemination,
such as pollution sensors, we found no evidence for this in the surveyed projects.
Table 4 shows the results for the other results category.
Table 4 Miscellaneous FAIR indicators with project counts and descriptions.
Number of projects

Indicator
Scientific publications.

4 projects

Communication channels

19 projects use social networks
7 are indexed in SciStarter
36 projects have a website

5. Discussions and Recommendations
5.1. Implications of results
Our findings noted a number of significant weaknesses throughout the DS process, without clear
definition and formulation of research problems and questions and with limited description of data
management and analysis processes. On the one hand, this is likely a result of our chosen
methodology, as given the availability of reports and preliminary visualisations across projects, it
can be assumed that projects have at least some data analysis processes and aim to resolve
specific research problem(s). Conversely, in all but four projects no scientific research
publications were found, suggesting that these processes are not publicly documented and
therefore that these issues pose significant difficulties for the reuse of data and project outputs.
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As a research methodology reliant on participation of non-expert volunteers, CS research is
particularly vulnerable to concerns of rigor and reliability. There is growing recognition of issues
arising from a lack of reproducibility in academic research and with potentially lax data validation
processes, there is little to prevent malicious or careless volunteers from submitting large
numbers of invalid results (Rasmussen, 2019; Elliott and Rosenberg, 2019). Yet within the
sampled projects, we observed the open availability of data without coherent and structured
reporting of the processing carried out to gather, prepare and validate this data prior to release.
Such a lack of clearly defined processes and documentation greatly exacerbates these concerns.
Furthermore, the lack of clear metadata such as version histories and upload dates, along with
the lack of persistent indicators such as DOIs gives way to queries of how results using such
potential low quality data could be identified and modified should such issues arise.
Moreover, while we identified a significant number of potential data and software resources within
the sampled projects, our analysis suggests that projects lack the necessary contextual
information to allow reuse of such data for research purposes. If researchers are to be able to
utilise CS data, it is essential that they are able to understand the context in which any datasets
were gathered, produced and made available and how they may be used in future (Williams et
al., 2018). Within the surveyed projects, we found this contextual information to be significantly
lacking, likely severely limiting the impact of the provided datasets – all but two of the projects did
not include the necessary licensing details to specify whether reuse of such data would be
permitted. This is notably a common issue with Citizen Science datasets as noted by Groom et
al. (2017). Nevertheless, it should be noted that this poses particularly significant issues in areas
such as environmental monitoring, where significant proportions of data are sourced from
volunteer-generated datasets and where volunteer contributions may be crucial to fill gaps in
existing monitoring programmes led by government organisations (Hadj-Hammou et al., 2017;
Poisson et al., 2020).
Additionally, such barriers to reuse significantly harm the impact of CS projects. There is often a
significant delay between the gathering of CS data and the formal publication of these data in
scientific articles and papers and indeed many CS projects do not aim to achieve formal scientific
publications of their work (Kullenberg and Kasperowski, 2016; Theobald et al., 2015). Many CS
projects achieve impact predominantly through the use and specifically re-use of gathered data,
but such usage is hampered by questions of data quality and relies heavily on other researchers
being able to find and evaluate such data (Burgess et al., 2017). The failure to upload datasets to
commonly available and accepted repositories and to follow best practices regarding data
management are therefore detrimental not only to scientific research, but to the very initiatives
which aim to facilitate the dissemination of research data.
Further to these concerns about the impact and reusability of data, we also note ethical concerns
stemming from the inconsistent documentation and contextualisation of data. Prior research has
demonstrated that citizen volunteers generally support openness and demonstrate a willingness
to share potentially sensitive data as long as it is for scientific research purposes (Bowser et al.,
2017). Even so, analyses of biodiversity datasets suggest that the availability of volunteer-derived
datasets does not adequately match the desires and motivations of volunteers and indeed is often
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not recognised by potential end-users of the data (Groom et al., 2017). Our findings support this
concern – while we cannot speculate on whether the availability of the datasets matches the
expectations of volunteers, it is nonetheless clear that the restrictions associated with the datasets
are not clearly communicated to potential users or, in many cases, communicated at all.
Finally, a common issue identified across the projects is one of findability – the capacity for
researchers to discover the datasets and findings as a first step towards reuse. Studies of
environmental monitoring CS projects have identified an overlap between projects and research
issues (Geoghegan et al., 2016). We suggest that there is significant risk of repetition within
projects as well as that projects will aim to reinvent the proverbial wheel in spite of existing
software and data solutions being available, in part because of difficulties in finding and exploiting
these existing resources stemming from the failure to follow best open access practices.

5.2. Recommendations
Based on our findings and on the issues discussed above, we developed a set of
recommendations to support project administrators at all stages of the research process, from
defining problems, to gathering, managing and analysing data, as well as successfully
disseminating findings and data in an openly accessible manner.
1. Projects should start with a clear problem definition. This should identify not only the
research questions and hypotheses for analysis, but also any stakeholder groups who
may benefit from the data or outputs from the project.
2. The openness and availability of any data should be considered throughout the project
and should guide many of the data collection, analysis and dissemination decisions.
Projects should complete a full data management plan – however provisional – as early
as possible, which should be updated or replaced as necessary throughout the life of the
project.
3. Any preprocessing of data should be clearly and succinctly accessible alongside datasets
and other research outputs. This may include a version history, methodological description
or pre-processed version of the dataset.
4. To avoid unnecessary repetition of existing analyses and to provide contextual details on
the intended purpose(s) of gathered data, projects should document completed and/or
intended analyses alongside datasets. Wherever possible, this should include numerical
results, data visualisations and the interpretation and analyses of results. Most optimally,
this would include a text-based report, which would be stored and disseminated alongside
datasets.
5. If stakeholders are to make use of data, then they must first be able to find and access
any datasets and outputs. Projects should disseminate their results through openly
accessible repositories wherever possible. Any dataset should include a permanent
identifier such as a DOI, as well as a human readable and ideally machine-readable
license.
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6. Perhaps most crucially, there should be greater integration between external repositories
and projects web-presences. Project web-pages should have clear, visible links to external
datasets and other resources.
7. Use public repositories for software, like GitHub, to maintain a control version of your code
and to describe how to deploy it by other users. Plus, there is a module in Zenodo that
allows users to automatically generate a DOI for their software in GitHub every time the
user creates a release.
In light of these recommendations, especially those related to management of data, we present
in the next section a tool that helps users to create Data Management Plans in CS projects
applying FAIR principles, and complying with the above recommendations (and, in particular,
recommendations 2, 5, 6 and 7).

6. A solution for Citizen Science Projects Data
Management Plans
6.1. Motivation and related work
As per our recommendations in the previous section, one way to ensure a coherent and
successful plan for CS projects is to define a Data Management Plan (DMP). A DMP document
is often the standard way to explicitly define a strategy for data collection, processing and
archiving, in line with the best practices of data science and open science. In several contexts,
including the research and innovation projects supported by the NSF and by the Horizon 2020
Programme, the DMP is also a contractual obligation and a reference template is available to
guide the compiler to cover all the necessary aspects, from a summary of data, to FAIR principle
compliance to security and other aspects. The DMP compiled at the beginning of the project
serves also as a guide throughout the project execution and should be kept up-to-date as soon
as the activities progress.
However, creating a DMP requires a good understanding of the best practices behind data
management and also a good set of skills related to data handling. As our research showed, most
of the analysed CS projects are not aware of the importance of data management and our findings
suggest that it is unlikely that most CS project coordinators possess the needed competences to
compile a DMP. Our finding is in line with previous literature results: half of the CS projects
analysed by Schade and Tsinaraki (2016) had no DMP in place, even if it is recognized that a
DMP is crucial both from a methodological point of view and for a scientific acceptance of project
results (Mckinney et al., 2017). Therefore, to be able to implement our recommendations, CS
projects should be supported with tools and guidance that ensure a successful data management
but that do not require a deep understanding of DS and OS. Some tools supporting the creation
of a DMP already exist, examples including the Data Stewardship Wizard (https://ds-wizard.org),
DMPTool (https://dmptool.org), Argos (https://argos.openaire.eu/splash) or DMPOnline
(https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk). The last two projects are mainly focused on the lifecycle of the DMP
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and use the same questions as those in the official template for DMPs (in addition they provide
some indications to answer the questions). However, they do not fully hide the complexity or
sufficiently simplify completion to guide inexpert users, especially in the context of CS projects.
The approach of our tool is different in the sense that we use a small set of questions specifically
designed for CS projects, and provide an interactive mechanisms to recommend users the text
they should include based on their answers.

6.2. Overview of the ACTION DMP Tool for CS projects
The ACTION DMP Tool is a software tool that we developed to facilitate the creation of DMPs in
CS projects. Since each dataset generated in CS projects must have a DMP, this tool turns out
to be very useful for simplifying the management of generated data.
The ACTION DMP Tool is a web application that provides the user with a simple form to be
completed in order to create the DMP. The user is guided in the DMP drafting by a set of questions
that facilitate the understanding of the required information to be entered into this document (see
Figure 1).

Figure 1 Example form in the ACTION DMP Tool.
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Complex concepts are explained through an interactive interface that guides the user step-bystep in selecting the most appropriate answer. This step-by-step guide was developed using
Coney (Celino and Re Calegari, 2020), a tool for creating chat-like conversations that can be
customized according to users’ answers. These “conversations” built with Coney were integrated
as links in the form to help the users whenever they do not know how to ﬁll in a speciﬁc section.
It is indeed the case that people who are not data experts ﬁnd it hard to understand what kind of
content they should include in a specific section of the DMP. Users are supported to better
understand their own data management practices, letting them choose between pre-deﬁned
options, to build the best possible answer to ﬁll in the DMP tool ﬁelds.
An example of such a “tutorial” is the selection of the open data license for data release: we
implemented the “decision tree” to choose a Creative Common license in a Coney conversation
so that the user is guided through questions to understand which one best suites their case.
Figure 2 shows two screenshots of this guiding “conversation” (the interested reader can also try
this tutorial out at https://bit.ly/coney-license).

Figure 2 Coney tutorial about the selection of the Creative Common licenses.
Once the user answers the questions in the form, the user can have a DOCX file generated by
the tool. This document, based on a template designed specifically for H2020 projects
(https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/gm/reporting/h2020-tpl-oa-datamgt-plan-annotated_en.pdf), is generated with the user-provided information. The document
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shows the plan to publish data following the Open Data FAIR principles, incorporating the
recommendations we outlined above. The user can further adapt the document by editing the
generated version.
The first version of the ACTION DMP Tool can be found at https://dmptool.actionproject.eu. A
technical description can be found at https://zenodo.org/record/3885566 and the software is
available with an open source license at https://github.com/actionprojecteu/dmptool and
https://github.com/actionprojecteu/dmptool-generator. The code of the Coney tool (integrated in
the ACTION DMP Tool to create the tutorials) is also available with an open source license at
https://github.com/cefriel/coney.

6.3. Evaluation and adoption of the ACTION DMP Tool
The ACTION project is a H2020 Research and Innovation Action aimed to set up an “acceleration”
programme for CS initiatives related to pollution. ACTION supports CS projects with intensive
training as well as co-design of tools and methodologies to successfully facilitate participatory
data collection and analysis, according to the open science principles, including the provision of
a digital infrastructure for data and result management. In other words, the target participants of
the accelerator are representatives of the very type of project analysed in this paper.
As part of the acceleration programme, we had the chance to gather 14 representatives from 8
countries representing 11 CS projects (https://actionproject.eu/citizen-science-projects); their
expertise range from air, water, chemical and light pollution to activism and inclusion. None of
them was an expert in data management, although a minority of the participants had some limited
previous experience with data collection and processing; all of them declared a lack of familiarity
with DMP and an inability to compile it without some help. Therefore, we solicited them to act as
early adopters of the ACTION DMP Tool and, following a co-design approach, we collected their
feedback and suggestions. This happened in February 2020, during the kick-off meeting of the
acceleration programme (https://actionproject.eu/action-short-workshop-report).
During this evaluation and co-design session, we went through various sections of the DMP,
investigating which parts were more difficult to grasp for them and supported them in
understanding the requirements as well as best practices in data management. For example, we
discovered that citizen scientists have a hard time in understanding expert data topics, like open
data licenses or quality assurance of data. The session proved to be very helpful because,
together with the involved CS projects, we were able to improve our digital tool to create a DMP
document to make it even more effective: the DMP sections are explained and rephrased in a
language suitable for a non-expert audience and in which the compiling user is guided step-bystep in the understanding of more technical concepts.
The final version of the ACTION DMP tool is the result of that session. Thanks to this tool, the CS
projects participating in the ACTION acceleration programme were able to create their DMP
documents. As an example we provide reference to the DMP related to the CitiComPlastic project
(https://actionproject.eu/citicomplastic): the raw version, generated by the tool is available at
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https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3958868, while the final version of the DMP (edited by the project
coordinators starting from the raw version) is at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3885248.

7. Conclusions
In the context of CS projects moving towards a co-creation approach, understanding how various
assets (including data, software, and publication of results) are handled and shared within and
outside of the projects they co-create will become a relevant aspect of managing CS projects in
the future. In this paper we took a Data- and Open-Science centric approach in analysing 48
pollution-related CS projects to better understand how they manage their assets, and based on
the analysis we outlined a number of recommendations and proposed tools to improve the
management of the assets.
As part of future work, we envision two possible directions. The first direction is related to further
analysis of CS projects, including applying our analysis approach to analysing other types of CS
projects (non-pollution), analysing projects led by scientists vs. non-scientists, and how to deal
with complementary aspects such as managing data privacy in CS projects. The second direction
is related to further validating our analysis approach for 16 CS project pilots covering agricultural,
air, light, noise and water pollution. This validation is planned to take place in the context of the
H2020 ACTION, including development of a data workflow tool (to implement small scientific
workflows for CS projects to manage and publish their data following the DMP defined with the
DMP Plan Tool presented in this paper), and raising more awareness on data management
aspects through workshops, seminars, and interviews with citizen scientists.

8. Data Availability
●

Raw data used for the analysis (containing data collected for the considered projects):
○ https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3958853

●

Software repositories:
○ https://github.com/actionprojecteu/dmptool
○ https://github.com/actionprojecteu/dmptool-generator
○ https://github.com/cefriel/coney
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